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are capable of generating random bits of information and hence running randomized algorithms in the sense of Rabin [ 141and Solovay and Strassen [ 161.
Clearly, the routing required to sort may require time at least the diameter of
the graph. If G has constant valence, then the diameter is at least fi(logN). Hence
the @log N) time bound for our algorithm is asymptotically optimal. In this paper
we restrict ourselves to demonstrating that this bound is achievable in principle
and do not pursue the issue of the magnitude of the constant multipliers. We note,
however, that it is within a large class of algorithms that is experimentally testable
in the sense of [ 191.
Previous algorithms for sorting N keys on constant-valence, fixed-connection
networks of N processors require time n(logN)‘. The bitonic sorter of Batcher [4]
achieves this bound on such networks as the cube-connected cycles network [ 131.
For less realistic models of parallel computation faster algorithms have been
known. For example, Wiedermann observed several years ago that the Quicksort
of Hoare [8] takes time O(logN) with high likelihood on a parallel decision tree
model. Hirschberg [7], Preparata [ 121, and Reischuk [ 151 have O(logN) time
algorithms for various parallel random accessmodels.
Our current algorithm follows the randomized routing ideas introduced in [ 191.
It can be viewed as a partially successful attempt at reducing the sorting problem
to the apparently simpler problem of routing. In the analysis the critical path
technique developed by Aleliunas [2] and Upfal [ 181 for analyzing routing in
constant-valence graphs plays an important part.
Recent algorithms of Ajtai, et al. [I] and Leighton [lo] achieve deterministic
O(logN) time on O(N) networks. The constant multipliers in their constructions
are, however, enormous compared with ours. Also, in contrast with their expander
networks, our networks are known to be well suited to many other parallel
algorithms.

2. Network Definitions
We define various constant-valence networks derived from the n-dimensional
binary hypercube. Consider some fixed n 2 1. Let the node set be

V= ((w, i)l w E (0, I)“,

i E {O, . . . , n - l)],

which has cardinality N = n2” and hence n < log N. (Logarithms are assumed to
have base 2 unless otherwise indicated.) For each a E V let address(a) = w and
stage(a) = i if a = (w, i). Let w = w[O] . . . w[n - I] where w[i] is the ith bit of w.
Let w’ = EXT(w, i) be identical to w, except that w’[i] # w[i]. Also let fi be the
integer of which w is the binary representation.
We call an edge from node a to node b internal if address(a) = address(b) and
external if address(b) = EXT(address(a), stage(a)). It isforward if stage(b) = stage(a)
+ 1 mod n, static if stage(b) = stage(a), and reverseif stage(b)= stage(a) - 1 mod n.
The CCC, network of Preparata and Vuillemin [ 131 has node set V and exactly
all forward internal edges, reverse internal edges, and static external edges (see
Figure 1). For ease of description this paper assumes a network more similar
to that of Upfal [ 181,which we call CCC;. It contains node set V and all forward
and reverse internal edges and all forward external edges (see Figure 2). (N.B.
The graphs we are defining are all undirected. Every edge supports bidirectional
communication.)
PROPOSITION
2.1. Any algorithm for CCC: can be simulated on CCC, (and vice
versa) with at most a factor-of-two increase in run time.
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FIG. 1. The CCC3.

In particular, to simulate on the CCC, the traversal across a departing forward
external edge of the CCC,‘, we first traverse the departing static external edge and
then traverse the departing forward internal edge. The simulation of the CCC; by
the CCC,, is similar.
Finally, we define CCC: (the CCC: is also known as the BUTTERFLY network;
see Ullman [ 171) to be the network obtained by taking a CCC; and adding an
additional set of nodes ((w, n) ] w E (0, 1)“) of stage n, and deleting each edge e of
CCC: connecting (in either direction) a node (w,, n - 1) of stage n - 1 to a node
(wz, 0) of stage 0, and substituting in its place an edge e’ connecting (in the same
direction) node (w, , n - 1) to node ( w2, n) of stage n (see Figure 3).
The significance of CCC*, is that numerous copies of it can be found in
CCC,* if n > m. In particular, for any wI, w2 such that ] w1 ] + ] w2 1 = n - m,
the subgraph of CCC: spanned by the nodes ((w, ww2, i) ] w E (0, 1)” and
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FIG. 3. The CCC;.

1wI 1 I i I 1wI 1 + m) is isomorphic to CCCZ. This property will be useful when
our sorting algorithm makes recursive calls within subnetworks of the CCC?.
Since each stage 0 node (w, 0) of CCC; can be used to simulate the nodes (w, 0)
and (w, n) of CCC,*, we have
PROPOSITION2.2. An algorithm for CCC,* can be simulated on CCC; with at
most a factor-of-two increase in run time.

There exist various conditions on algorithms that are sufftcient to ensure that
they can be transferred from the CCC, to CCC? with only constant factor slowdown.
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All the algorithms considered in this paper can be implemented on a CCC? in this
way.
Note that CCC,, and CCC: are naturally related to the n-dimensional hypercube
H,,. Intuitively, for each w E (0, 1)” the set of nodes (a E V] address(a) = wj
can be considered to be a “supernode” of H,,. Each such supernode of H, is
connected by external edges to II other supernodes (b E Vl address(b) =
EXT(w,i)fori=O,
l,..., n- 1).
For any m let (0, 1)(“) be the set of binary strings of length not more
than n? - 1. We define a subdivision of the node set I/ that indexes the
subsets by binary strings from (0, 1)(n+l). For each w E (0, 1)” let V[w] =
(b E V] address(b) = w and stage(b) = 0). For each w E (0, 1)‘“’ let V[w] =
(b E V] w is a prefix of address(b) and ] w 1 = stage(b)). Thus V[ X] is the set of
nodes of stage 0 where X is the empty string. Let the root v[w] of V[w] be the node
with address ~0”-I”” and stage ] w I. Note that for ] w ] I 12- 1, v[ w] has a departing
forward internal edge entering v[ wO] and a departing forward external edge entering
v[wl]. Thus the roots are connected by a balanced binary tree of forward edges.
By the subcube rooted at v[w], we mean the set of nodes (b E V] w is a prefix of
address(b) and ] w ] 5 stage(b)).
3. Packet Routing on the CCC:
This section briefly describes the probabilistic packet routing algorithm of Valiant
and Brebner [20] which was applied to the CCC: by Upfal [ 181.
We require that each node a E V contain for each departing edge e a queue Q‘,
for the packets that are to be transmitted across edge e. Each node also contains its
address and stage posted as local variables.
For some constant c let X be the set of CN packets to be routed. Each packet
x E X is initially at a given node 1, E l’ and we wish x to be routed to given
destination node 0, E V. The algorithm has two phases:
A. (Random Routing). Route x from 1, to a node RX E V with random address.

B. (Fixed Destination Routing). Route x from R, to 0,.
The random routing of x in phase A is accomplished by repeating for n steps the
transmission of x across a randomly chosen departing forward edge (i.e., transmit
x across the forward internal edge or forward external edge with equal probability).
The packets are then pipelined to the nodes with correct stageby traversing internal
edges. Phase B repeats for y1stagesthe following: If x is currently at node a # D,
with j = stage(u) + 1 and address(a)lj] = address(D,)[j], then x is transmitted
across the forward internal edge departing v and otherwise x is transmitted across
the forward external edge departing v. This takes the packets to nodes with the
correct addresses.
We have not yet specified the management of the queues of packets at each
node. Suppose the priority of packet x E X is assigned to be the number of stages
of phases A and B so far accomplished. We allow packet x to be transmitted from
each node a E V if that queue does not contain any packets of lower priority. Let
TA, TB be the total execution times of phases A and B, respectively. The techniques
of Aleliunas [2] and Upfal [ 171 show the following under the assumptions that
there are initially h packets at each node and at most h packets share a common
destination node, h being any constant.
THEOREM D.

For some c I 1for all sufficiently large a!

Pr(T, > can) < N-^,

and

Pr(TB > can) < N-“.
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We note that, since the first phase sends, packets to random addresses, the
probability that, at its completion, there are more than clan packets at any one
node or c2an packets at any address can be similarly bounded by N-” (for suitable
constants cl and ~2).
In our algorithm here we need the following variant of phase A. Suppose now
that in a CCC: network the packets are initially all at the nodes of stage 0 with at
most hn at each such node. The destinations are random and all at stagen. Suppose
that phase A is implemented exactly as above, except for the queuing priorities
(which are as described for SDR in Section 5). Then the proof technique of
Theorem B easily yields the following:
THEOREM D’.

Under the above assumptionsfor some c B 1 for all sufficiently

large (Y
Pr( T, > can) < N-“.
Alternatively, it can be seen that Theorem D’ follows also from Theorem D,
since the routing algorithm described uses the edges between stage n - 1 and
stage 0 at most twice for any packet, and this can be simulated by transmissions
along chains of log n internal edges.

4. Summary of Our Sorting Algorithm
In defining sorting, the assumed ordering on the network nodes for the outputs is
of little consequence since all reasonable choices can be achieved by a postprocessing routing phase. In the algorithm described below a key sorted to address wI will
be smaller than a key sorted to address w2 if and only if G, < $2.
A summary of our algorithm for sorting on the CCC: is as follows:
Input : A set X of N = n2” keys,with one key at each node of CCC;.
StepA: Call the splitter-finding procedure SF(X). It finds a set of 2”/n6 elements called
splittersthat divide X, when regarded as an ordered set, into roughly equal intervals.
However, the rank in X of the splitters is not yet determined.

StepB: Route each packet to a random node. Call the splitter-directed routing procedure
SDR(X) with the splitters found in step A. This will route the keys belonging to
each interval to the (6 log n)-dimensional subcube corresponding to it. In this way
an approximate sort is achieved, but the keys are not spread completely uniformly
around the network.
StepC: Compute the rank of each key using (deterministic) Algorithm C.
StepD: Route each packet to the node corresponding to its rank.

The two novel features of the algorithm are routines SDR, described in Section 5, and SF, which itself uses SDR as a subroutine, described in Section 7. SDR
is somewhat like a routing algorithm, except that the destination of a key is
determined by the rank of the key relative to a set of 2’ - 1 previously chosen
splitters (I < n). The destination will be the (n - &dimensional subcube corresponding to the splitter interval in which the key lies. The role of the routine SF is to
find a set of nearly equidistant splitters. To achieve this, it calls itself recursively,
the tree of recursive calls corresponding to the tree defined by the subcube
containment structure. Calls of SF that are on distinct branches of the tree are
executed asynchronously.
The O(log N) behavior of each of the four steps A-D is established, respectively,
as follows: Theorem A (Section 7), Theorem B (Section 5), Algorithm C (Section 6) and Theorem D (Section 3). We note that Theorem B is invoked in Step
B with n - 1= 6 log n, which is sufficient for the O(log N) bound. The main result
then follows immediately.
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There is a randomized algorithm that for some k and all n
MAIN THEOREM.
and all suficiently large (Y sorts on a CCC,, network and terminates within koln
steps with probability greater than 1 - 2~““. The same statement applies also for a
CCC,* network or a CCC; network.
Note that our sorting algorithm below may fail in a given execution, with
probability at most 2-““. This can be detected by simply timing the execution for
koln steps and then verifying in time O(n) whether a sort has been achieved. In
case a sort is not achieved within that time, the sorting algorithm is reinitialized
and reexecuted. This is repeated until successis achieved. The probability of success
is independent among different executions, even with the same input.
5. Splitter-Directed Routing
Let X be a set of cN keys that are totally ordered by the relation C. We assume
that each key x E X is initially located at a random node in V[ A] chosen
independently of any other key in X - (xl. Suppose that for some I(1 I I< n) we
are given a set of splitters Z G X of size ] Z ] = 2’ - 1. We index each splitter
u[w] E 2 by a distinct binary string w E (0, 1I(‘) of length less than 1. Let <.
denote the ordering defined as follows: For all w, u, v E 10, 1)(‘)w 0 u <. w <.
w 1 v. (N.B.: If we label the edges of a balanced binary (2’ - l)-node tree with 0
for a left branch and 1 for a right branch, then each node will be labeled by a
word w E (0, l)(‘) that labels the path to it from the root. The ordering CS
on (0, 1j(‘) corresponds to the ordering of the nodes from left to right in this tree.)
We require that, for all wI, w2 E (0, l)“‘, u[w,] < u[wz] iff wl C- w2. We assume
that a copy of each splitter @[WIis already available in each node of V[w].
Let X[ A] = X where X is the empty string. Initially we assume that the keys of
X[X] are located at V[X], that is, the nodes of V having stage 0. The splitterdirected routing is executed in 1temporally overlapping stagesi = 0, 1, . . . , I- 1.
For each w E (0, lli the set of keys X[w] that are all eventually routed through
V[ w] is defined recursively. The splitter a[w] partitions X[w] - ~[w] into disjoint
subsets
X[wO] = (x E X[w] 1xc u[w])
and
X[wl]

= (x E X[w] 1“[WI < x),

which are subsequently routed through V[ wO] and V[ w I], respectively.
Procedure SDR implements this as follows: Suppose that a key x E X[w] is
located at a node a E V[w] with address ww’ and stage i. Let B be the first bit of
the address suffix w’. Then x is transmitted from node a across the departing
forward internal edge if B = (U[ w] c x), and x is transmitted across the departing
forward external edge otherwise. Thus if x < a[~], then x is transmitted to a node
with address prefix w0, and if C[w] < x, then x is transmitted to a node with prefix
w 1. The detail that remains to be specified is the queuing discipline used by each
queue Q<,for forwarding packets. Before the start of SDR we give each packet a
priority K, which is randomly chosen from (1,2, . . . , n 1. When there is more than
one packet in a queue, the one with the lowest numbered priority is transmitted
first.
Note that at any one time distinct keys may be at distinct stages. When all the
keys have completed stage 1 - 1, the keys X - Z are partitioned into 2’ disjoint
subsetsof the form X[w] where w E (0, 1)‘, and the keys X[ w] are then at addresses
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prefixed by w. The sets X[x] are thus uniquely defined by the choice of Z. The
following is an immediate consequence of the assumption that a[wl] < U[WZ]
ifw, <. w2:
LEMMA 5.1. For any wI, w2 E (0, l)‘, tf wI <- ~2, then x1 < x2 for all
x1 E X[w,] andX2 E X[w2].

Also, since each packet is assumed initially to be at a random node and since
the above-described SDR procedure does not modify the last n - 1 bits in the
address of a packet, these last bits remain random at the termination of SDR.
Hence we can deduce:
LEMMA 5.2. For each w E (0, 1j’and eachx E X[w], SDR takes x to a random
node in V[ w] chosenindependently of any other packet.

Lemma 5.2 can be used to speed up the overall algorithm by avoiding repeated
randomization but does not affect the order of the asymptotic run time.
The SDR procedure can be viewed as a generalization of phase B of the routing
procedure described in Section 3. It routes packets from random source nodes to
a subcube specified by the relative rank of the key among the splitters.
THEOREM B. For any n, c r 1 consider the network CCC? with a set X of cn2”
packets including a set Z of 2’ - 1 splitters (where n L I) such that for all
w E (0, 1)’ ] X[w] ] I 2cn2”-‘. Supposethat all the packets that are not splitters are
at independently chosen random nodes of V[ A] and that T is the total time for
execution of SDR on this input. Then there exist constants k and czosuch that for
all choicesof n, 1,and c andfor all (Y2 a0

Pr(T > kcan) < 2-“” + g(n, 1),
whereg(n, 1) 5 2n - 18” . exp(- 2”-‘).
PROOF. We adapt the critical path analysis technique introduced by Aleliunas
[2] and Upfal [ 181 for analyzing routing algorithms on constant degree graphs.
Note that our notion of priority (i.e., a randomly chosen integer from ( 1, . . . , n))
is different from theirs.
.For each node a and priority r E ( 1, . . . , n), let task T = (a, ?r) be the job of
forwarding all keys of priority ?r that ever visit node a. Let the task graph be a
directed graph with the set of possible tasks as nodes. The pair ((a, a), (b, p)) is a
(directed) edge in the task graph if either a = b and p = ?r + 1 or (a, b) is an edge
of the CCC* network and p = 7r. The two cases correspond to the two ways in
which the execution of a task r2 may depend on the completion of task T]. In the
first case 72 has to wait for packets with lower numbered priorities to be processed
at its node. In the second case 72 has to wait for the arrival of a packet from an
adjacent node.
The task graph is acyclic, since along each edge either the priority number or the
node stage number increases by 1. The longest path in such a graph is therefore
shorter than 1 + n I 2n. Define a delay sequenceto be the sequence of tasks
(TO, 71, 72, . . . , Ed) along some path of the task graph, where the node of 7.
has stage 0. The outdegree of the task graph is 3, since for each task there is
just one edge corresponding to increasing the priority, and two edges corresponding to edge traversals in the CCC* network. Since d < 2n, the number of
delay sequences starting at any one node is at most 32”. Since there are 2” choices
of starting node, the total number of delay sequencesin the task graph is less than
2”32” I 18”.
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In an execution of SDR the execution of the different tasks may temporally
overlap in complex ways. For a particular execution and particular delay sequence
(TO,. . . , Ed), for each i (0 5 i I d), letA be the total number of packet transmissions
involved in task 7i, and let ti be the time when the last such packet has been
transmitted. We prove two claims. First, if the total execution time of SDR is T,
then there is a delay sequence D such that

is at least T. Second, we show that for some constant k, for all D, for all c L 1 and
all sufficiently large (Y,
Pr( T(D) > kcan) < 2-Can-5n+ 2n exp(-2”-‘).

(1)

Since there are at most 18n choices of D and since
18 “(2 -cnn-5n + 2nexp(-2”-‘))

5 2-“” + g(n, I),

the theorem has been proved.
To bound the run time Tin terms of the delay sequences, we consider a critical
delay sequence constructed as follows. For a fixed execution and any task 7, let t
be the time when task T is completed. The critical delay sequence is defined as
follows: Let 7d be one of the tasks that has the highest t value. Having defined Ti,
we define 7i-1 as one of the tasks 7 such that (7,7i) is an edge of the task graph and
the completion time t for 7 is highest among these. The construction stops when 7i
has stage 0 and priority 1. The (TiJ are finally reindexed if necessary to start
from 70.
We observe that for this delay sequence, for each i, ti - ti-1 (A: By the definition
of 7i-1 all three of the tasks that are immediate preconditions for task 7i are
completed at or before time timI. If 7i = (a, K) all the packets with priority p < ?r
that ever go through a have gone through a by time ti-1. Also all packets of priority
?r that ever go through the two predecessor nodes of a in the CCC* network have
been forwarded by time ti-1. Hence, if 7 involves& packets, then it must be that
ti I ti-1
+ Ji. Hence the first claim that the maximal T(D) is a true upper bound
on the run time is established.
In order to establish the bound (1) on T(D), consider any particular D and let
7j = (a, r), where stage(a) = i, be any task in D. Let Pj be the set of keys that have
nonzero probability of contributing to& (i.e., their keys destine them to addresses
that agree with a in the first i bits) but would then certainly depart from D at 7j.
(Departure from D is forced either because T~+~= (a, ?r + I), since the priority of a
packet is invariant, or because Tj+l = (b, r) for b # a but the packet does not
traverse network edge (a, b).) Note that in the latter case the (i + 1)st bit of the
destination address of a packet that departs from D at 7j is different from that of a
packet that departs later.
Clearly Pj is contained in the union of X[w] for the 2’-’ w E 10, I)’ such that w
and a agree in the first i bits. By the assumption about the size of X[w] it follows
that ] Pj 1 5 2~2”~‘.
Now pick a random choice for the priorities of all the packets and consider it
fixed for the rest of the argument. Let Rj be the subset of Pj that are assigned
priority 7~.Since the priorities of Pj are determined by independent trials and the
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probability of being assigned ?r is n-‘, Fact A3 can be used to give
Pr( 1Rj 1 2 4~2”~‘) 5 exp(-c2”-‘)
5 exp(-2”-‘).

(2)

Since there are d < 2n choices ofj, it follows that with probability greater than
1 - 2n . exp(-2”-‘) every Rj will be of size at most 4~2”~‘. Note also that the sets
(Rj) are pairwise disjoint, since the priorities have been fixed: In the case in which
rj+, = (a, ?r + I), Rj is the set of packets with priority ?r whose destinations agree
with a in the first i bits. In the alternative case in which 7j+l = (b, r), Rj is the set
of packets with priority ?r whose destinations agree with a in the first i, but not the
(i + 1)st bit. Hence no packet can belong to more than one Rj.
Finally let Kj be the actual set of keys that do depart from D at 7j. The question
whether, for any particular x E Rj, it is the case that x E Kj is determined by
whether the random initial position of x agrees with a in the last n - i bits. In
other words it is a Bernoulli trial with probability 2’-” of success. Hence 1Kj 1 is
upper bounded by 1Rj 1 such trials. Under the assumption that 1Rj I 5 4~2”~’ the
sum of the expectations for each i is at most 4c, and hence the sum of the
expectations of all the trials for all j is at most 8cn. Hence a bound on the tail of
the distribution of

can be obtained directly from Hoeffding’s theorem (Fact A4) by substituting 8cn
for the sum of the expectations of the independent trials. An appeal to Chemotf’s
bound (Fact A2) gives
Pr(Z 1Kj 1 I c3ccun)< 2-‘@”

(3)

if c3a > 8e2.
From previous discussion it is clear that once the priorities are fixed, if a key x
does intersect D, then it must depart from it at a unique point that does not depend
on the random initial position of x. Repeated involvement of x in D prior to
departure is possible only if it corresponds to a chain of edge traversals by x in the
CCC* network. We analyze the extent of such previous involvements by first fixing
some choice of K, , . . . , KJ. If a key was involved in D at Tj, then the probability
of a previous involvement at rj-1 is at most one half, independent of subsequent
involvements (i.e., If Tj, Tj-1 have different priorities then this probability is 0.
Otherwise, it is 4, depending as it does on one bit of the initial random address of
the key.). Hence if a key was involved in D at rj, then the probability oft previous
involvements (i.e., with Tj-1, . . . , Tj-I) is at most 2-‘. It follows that
Pr(T(D) L K +

s

I ZKj I K) 5 2-“.

Hence, assuming as we do here the condition that, for all j, 1Rj I 5 4~2”~‘, a
condition that fails to hold with probability less than 2n exp(-2”-‘),
Pr(T(D) L 2c3can)
5 Pr(T(D) L 2c,ccrn I Z I Kj I 5
<
-

2-CjCnl?+ 2-CjCcW.

C~COYZ) +

If also c3 2 2 and k I 2c3, we obtain (1) as claimed.

Pr(Z 1Kj I L
Cl

C~CCYTZ)
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We note that the crucial properties of the task graph, which are shared with those
used by Aleliunas [2] and Upfal [ 181, are that they are of depth O(n), they have
only 2@“) paths through them, and that the expected execution time of a task is a
constant. The reason why we need a different notion of priority from theirs is that
in our casethe packets are initially distributed among a fraction of 1/n of the nodes
of the network, namely, those of stage 0, and the stage numbers of the nodes are
always monotonically increasing along the path of a packet in our algorithm.

6. Deterministic Sorting and Routing
We use some known deterministic algorithms as subroutines in various parts of
our algorithm. A crucial step in the splitter finding is sorting a sparse subset of
elements. Although N’-’ keys, for any t > 0, can be sorted on various N-node
networks (see Nassimi and Sahni [I 11) in O(logN) time, the case in which there
are fewer than N’/’ keys gives a particularly simple procedure.
LEMMA
6.1. For any r < n/2, 2’ keys can be sorted in deterministic O(n) time
on a CCC:. Both input and output are assumed to be at nodes of stage zero and
address wO’-‘for 1w 1 = r. Their ordering is defined by the I+.

PROOF. In the algorithm we only route packets along disjoint paths or broadcast
them along disjoint binary trees. There is no contention or use of queues.
First, for each wI E (0, 1)’ the key at address ~~0”--’ is broadcast to addresses(i)
wwo’1-2’ and (ii) wI wO”-” for all w E (0, 11’. In case (ii) the binary trees for
transmission are immediate. In case (i) we first route from ~~0”-’ to wI wiO”-*‘, go
back to stage 0, and then use binary trees to broadcast to wwlOn-*‘.
For any pair of keys, say those originating at w20n-‘and ~30”-‘, there are addresses
(W*W30n-2’ and w3w20ne2’)at which they meet. When they meet, they are compared.
The rank of w2 can be computed at address ~~0”~” by collecting and accumulating
the results of comparisons performed at (~2 wO”-*‘I, along the binary tree rooted
at w?O”-“. If the rank of w2 turns out to be &, then this key has to be routed to
address ~~0”~‘. This can be done without contention from other keys by sending
it along the route w20”-’ + w2w40n-*’ + w4w40nVzr+ ~~0”~’ (with appropriate
stage numbers). Cl
Step C of the overall algorithm determines the rank of every element, given that
it is “almost” sorted. Suppose that for some i we have that all elements are in nodes
at stage i and for all wI <. w2, ] w1 1 = ] w2 ] = i, the keys in v[w,] are smaller than
the keys in V[w,]. If i = n, then we have a complete sort, except that the elements
may not be uniformly distributed among the stage n nodes. In this situation the
rank of each key can be determined by first doing a bubble-sort on their local cycle.
The global rank computation is performed on the binary tree that has nodes as
leaves, and consists of all forward internal edges and just those forward external
edges along which some address bit changes from 0 to 1. The number of keys in
each subcube can be determined recursively by sending these sums from the leaves
toward the root and accumulating at each internal tree node. Finally, in a reverse
information flow from the root to the leaves, the range of the ranks in each subcube
can be determined, and hence the ranks of the individual keys. This all takes O(n)
parallel transfers of tokens that contain only binary numbers of O(n) digits. (Note
that this rank computation can be made symmetric, in the sensethat the processors
in the internal nodes all execute the same algorithm.)
In Step C of the actual algorithm we start with only a partial sort (i.e., for all
WI <. w2 with I wl I = ] w2 ] = n - s where s = 6log~n, for all x E V[w,] and
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y E V[wJ, x c y). To find ranks in this situation, we determine the rank range for
each X[w,], sort each X[w,], and finally deduce the rank of each element. The
determination of the rank ranges and final rank is as described in the above
paragraph. With overwhelming probability each X[w,] will have at most 2n2”
packets. For sorting X[ w,] we assign a separate CCC: to it, where t = s + log n logs. At least if t divides n, one can find n2”/(t2’) disjoint copies of CCC: in
CCC,*. The packets are routed to their appropriate copy of CCC: (Theorem D)
and then sorted there by some O(n) method such as Batcher’s (see Preparata and
Vuillemin [ 13]), which takes O(log n)*. The above-described algorithm for ranking
the elements given a partial sort is called Algorithm C.

7. Splitter Finding
We describe a procedure SF that, given a CCC? with c packets at each node, finds
a subset U of 2”/n’ packets called splitters that divide the ordered sequence of the
cn2” total packets into intervals that are, with large probability, all of length smaller
than 21x”+‘. The procedure is recursive, nested recursive calls corresponding to
nested subcubes. The splitters found up to the ith level of recursion divide the
ordered sequence into 2”(‘-2i~3’)roughly equal intervals. The subcubes at the ith
level are CCC%, where m = (f)‘n [i = 0, . . . , log3,2(n/2Slogn))]. At the ith level a
fraction of about ($>’of the packets are considered active. The choice of splitters at
lower levels is restricted to these active elements. In this way the average density
per node of active packets in each CCC% is kept a constant c independent of the
cube size. This is necessary for the recursive procedure to succeed. Any integer
greater than or equal to 6 suffices as a value of 6.
The set U of all splitters found in a run of SF[ X] is used in Step B of the overall
sorting procedure.
The procedure SF applied to the subcube with rote v[w], where m = n - 1wI 1,
is as follows. When the procedure is called initially with w = X, all the packets are
considered active.
Procedure SF(w)
(1) Let Y[w] be the active packets in V[w]. For each x E Y[w] route x to a random node
in v[w].
(2) For each w, , ] w, ] = m/3 + 2 logn, choose at random an active element from v[ww,].
(This can be done by a “random tournament,” where we allow each node v E v[ww,] to
attempt to route a copy of a packet currently at v to the root node v[ww,]. If two or more
distinct copies are routed through the same node, all but one are randomly deleted, so only
one arrives at v[ww,]. This process is deterministic time O(m), since packets travel without
contention from the leaves toward the root of a depth O(m) binary tree.)
(3) Let S* be the set of n’2”“’ elements found by step (2).
(i) Sort S* in the CCC* subcube rooted as v[w] using Lemma 6.1.
(ii) For each j = 1, 2, . . . , 2”“’ - 1 deterministically route the element ranked
jn’ in S* to the address whose binary representation is ti + j21n/’ and stage
n - 2m/3. Let the set of these elements be S. The members of S are now declared
splitters. For each such splitter consider the address ww, to which it has been
sent. Suppose that w3 is the longest sullix of wI that are all zeros (i.e., w, = w, w3
where w3 E O*). Denote this splitter by u[ww~]. (Note that this ordering on the
splitters satisfies the defined requirement that u[wq] < u[ws] iff w4 <. ws.)
(iii) Route each splitter u[ww2] first to the root of V[wwJ. Then broadcast it to every
node in V[WW~].
(4) For each x E Y[w] - S decide according to a Bernoulli trial with probability 3 whether
it is to remain active. Let the active subset of Y[w] be Z[w]. This step takes constant time.
(5) Apply SDR with the newly found splitters to the set of packets Z[w].
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(6) For each w’ with ] w’ ] = m/3 let Y[ww’] be the subsetof Z[w] routed to suhcuhe
V[ww’] by (5). For each such w’ call in parallel SF(ww’) for Y[ww’] as active elements,
unlessm = 26logn.
End of procedureSF.
We have seen that SDR for CCC,*,takes time O(m) with overwhelming probability. Theorem A will establish that, if SF is run, with parallel recursive calls of SF
being allowed to be asynchronous, then the overall algorithm runs in time O(n)
with large probability. The main fact that has to be established (Theorem 7.2) is
that with overwhelming probability, at every call of SDR the hypotheses of Theorem
B are satisfied. All the other operations performed in a call of SF(w) with ] w ] =
II - m can be achieved deterministically in time O(m), with the exception of step
(1) which is governed by Theorem D’. (Note that by Lemma 5.2, if step (1) is done
initially in a call of SF(X), then it is not necessary to call it again in subsequent
recursions.)
The above description of a call of SF(w) assumes that each step is completed
before the next one starts. For the randomized routines in (5), as well as (l), there
exist deterministic O(m) algorithms, which can be called at any time during the
execution of the randomized routines, that determine whether the execution is
completed. Hence, if such algorithms are initiated at every m time units, then the
completion of the randomized routines can be detected without increasing the
order of the total run time.
First we need a technical lemma that asserts that a set of 21ni3roughly equally
spaced elements can be selected from a set T by first selecting a set S* of
n22’r1/3such elements randomly, sorting these, and picking 2”‘13 equally spaced
elements from the latter list. We denote by w(l) any function g(r) that tends to
infinity as r + 00.
LEMMA
7.1. Given an ordered set T, supposethat a set S* ofn22M/3 elements
is chosenfrom T at random and S* is then sorted. Let S C S* be the subset of
elements having positions n2, 2n2, . . . , (,“‘I3 - l)n2 in the ordered set. Let
N = n2”.
Supposeto, . . . , t‘+l is one of the longest ordered subsequencesof T such that to,
b,,ESbuttl,...,k4S.Then
(i) Pr( f > (1 + n-‘/3) 1T 1/2’“/3) = N-“(l),
(ii) Pr( f < (1 - n-‘/3) I T 1/2”‘13)= N-“‘(l).

Supposethat a subset Y C T - S is chosen by performing independent Bernoulli
trials with probability 3. Let yo, . . . , y/+1 be the longest ordered subsequenceof
Y u S such that yo, y~,+~E S but yI, . . . , yl, $6S. Then
(iii) Pr(h > ($)(1 + 2n-‘13) I Y j/(2’“j3)) = NV”(‘),
(iv) Pr(h < (z)(1 - 2n-‘j3) I Y 1/(2”13)) = N-“‘(I).
Theseclaims assumethat n42’n/3= o( I T I ) and n22M/3= o( I T 12j3).
PROOF.
All choices of S* are equally likely. To prove (i) and (ii), consider any
ordered subsequence to, . . . , Q of T with f = (1 f n-‘13) ] T ]/2”/‘. Then the
probability that of the n22”‘13members of S* exactly n2 lie in the above range and
the rest outside is

(,2$;3

Tf,i)(;)/

(;2&,3)*
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Applying Fact A6 with A = ] T ] - f; a = f; X = n22m/3 - n2, x = n2 gives
G = n513and an upper bound of
-n4/3

exp ( 6 1’
provided n42’“13 = o( ] T 1) and n22”‘13 = o( ] T ] )2’3). This establishes (i) and (ii)
since there are at most 2” choices of to, TV+,andf; respectively.
To show (iii) and (iv), it is sufficient to prove that, in a sequence of
(1 f n-‘/3)] T l/2’“/’ ordered elements of T, the probability that the number of
elements chosen to be in Y is outside the range ($( 1 + 2n-‘13) ] T l/2”‘/” is negligible.
Fact A3 upper bounds this probability by
exp(-n-2/3] T l/(4 . 2jnj3)),
which is bounded above by exp(-n4j3) if 2”‘13 . n2 = o(T).

Cl

The probabilistic elements in a call of SF may misbehave in three ways: Step (2)
may fail to find a complete set of potential splitters. The splitters found in steps (2)
and (3) may not split the whole set into equal enough intervals. Step (4) may keep
a wrong ratio of packets active. Parts (a)-(c) of the following theorem treat these
three points.
THEOREM 7.2. In a run of SF(X) the probability of each of the following
events for each recursive call of SF(w) is bounded above by N-““‘provided
that m 1 1210gn.

(a) Step (2) fails because V[wwJ has no active packets.
(b) In the call SFfor subcube w with ] w ] = n - m, two neighboring splitters are
created that in the total ordering of the cn2” elements have more than 2cn2”
elements between them.
(c) In the call SDR for subcube w with ] w ] = n - m, it happens that ] Z[w] I >
2cm2”’ or I Z[w] I < cm2’“/2.
Since in a run of SF[ X] there are at most 3N such events altogether, the probability
that any such event ever occurs in a run is therefore also bounded by N-“(I).
PROOF. The proof proceeds by induction on the depth of recursion. We assume
that the theorem holds down to the current level of recursion and argue that the
probability of “going wrong” at the current call is less than NV”(‘).
(a) Since the active elements of Y[w] have been sent to random nodes in VW],
the probability that all of at least cm2”/2 elements miss V[ww,] is at most
(1 - &J2m’2.
By Fact Al (see Appendix) this is bounded above by
exp - -

= N-“(l)

if m I 1210gn.
(b) We assume inductively that, in the call of SDR at the ith level of recursion,
the set of elements in the corresponding subcube had size at most (1 + n-“3)icn2’n
(where m = n(f>‘). Applying Lemma 7.1(i) gives that, at the next level of recursion,
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the probability of a subcube having more than (1 + n-1/3)2-m/3 times as many
packets is bounded above by N-“(l).
(c) We assume inductively that, in the call of SDR at the ith level of recursion,
the size of the set of active elements in the subcube corresponding to w is in
the range ($>i(1 + 2n-‘/3)‘cn2’“. Then by Lemma 7.l(iii) the probability that the
number of active elements in a subcube at the (i + 1)st level call is in the range
($)( 1 +
2n -‘/3)2
-‘n/3
times this quantity, which is (:)i”(l f 2n-“3)i+‘~n22”“3, is
bounded by N-“(I). 0
THEOREM A. For all c 2 1 there is a c2 such that for all suficiently large 6 if
SF(X) is run on CCC? with c packets per node and T is its run time, then

Pr(T > cc2@z)< N-‘OP.
PROOF. In a run of SF a critical path is a sequence of nested calls of SF(X),
SF(w,), SF(wl WZ),. . . , SF(wl w2 . -. w;), . . . , where 1Wj1 = 2j3-j-‘n. The deterministic components of each take time proportional to 1Wj1. When summed for
i= 1 * * , log3j2(n/( 12 log n)), this gives an upper bound of O(n) as required. Hence
it remains only to analyze the cumulative probabilistic effects of such a chain of
calls of SDR. Note that these calls are probabilistically independent.
Consider a call of SDR on the subcube with address prefix w1 - . - wi, and with
a set of 2’~- 1 splitters, where I, = (n - 1wl . . . wi 1)/3. Theorems B and 7.2(c) say
that, for all large enough (Y (a 2: (YO),this call of SDR exceeds run time
kc&)% with probability less than

2-~42/3)~” + zn . 18” . exp(-26~w~) + N-W(‘) I 2-M2/3h + 2-W’).

Hence it exceeds run time kcc&)‘n +

with probability less than

ti

2 -I,/2k

for all large enough n, since, if t, is written as,kc(a - a&)%, then ti/k I c&n. It
follows that the probability that such a sequence of nested calls takes time more
than ($)km,n + t, where t = (i)kc(cu - m&z, is less than
z n 2-“/m) 5 ~~,2-‘/m)
CT/,=/

i

2 1~3,4)~in-no)“+0((lo~~z~
2 -dn-dn/2

<
(
-

for all large enough n. Note that the summation is over n”(‘“g”‘(logn)-tuples
Putting /3 = a/4, c2 = 6k gives that for (YL 2a0 L 4
tl,
. . . , tlogn).

(to,

Pr(T > c2c/3n)5 Pr( T > ($)ckan)

for all suficiently
all n. Cl

=

2--m/4

5

N-‘-o

large n. By then making c2 large enough, the result holds for

In conclusion we note that Theorem 7.2(b) ensures that the hypotheses of
Theorem B hold when step B of the overall algorithm is invoked. In other words,
when SDR is called with the 2n/n6 splitters found in step A, then the number of
elements destined for each (6 logn)-dimensional subcube is never more than twice
the average.
In the unlikely event that step (2) of SF fails in any call of SF, the sorting
algorithm is restarted from the beginning.
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Appendix. Some Combinatorial Identities
We use the following inequalities. Let exp denote exponentiation
constant e.

of Euler’s

FACT Al. For all x > 0 (1 + x-‘)g < e and (1 - x-‘)~ < e-‘. Since for all
large enough x (1 + x-I)*( 1 + (4x)-‘) < e < (1 + x-‘)y 1 + (2x)-‘), it follows that
(1 - x-l)-” < e( 1 + 4(5(x - l))-‘) and (1 + x-‘)-~’ < e-‘( 1 + (2x)-‘).
Let B(m, N, p) be the probability that in N independent Bernoulli trials with
probability p of successthere are at least m successes.
FACT A2 [5]

5 exp(-m - Np)
FACT A3 [3]

if m > Npe2.

If
m=Np(l

+p)

where Or/35

1,

then
.

B(m, N, p) 5 exp

The following result bounds the tails of distributions of the sums of independent
trials with unequal probabilities (Poisson trials) in terms of those with equal
probabilities (Bernoulli trials).
FACT A4 [9]. If we have N independent trials with respectiveprobabilities
pN,
where Zp, = Np, and if m z Np + 1 is an integer, then the probability

PI,***,

of at least m successesis at most B(m, N, p).
FACT A5 [6, p. 181. Zf n = o(N=/~),then

0
N

= (1 + o(1)) $exp - & .
n
*
(
)
FACT A6. Supposex < a, x < X < A are all functions of n such that Xx = o(A)
and X = o(A213).Let x = aP + G, X = AP T G where P = (X + x)/(A + a),
G = o(aP), and G = o(AP). Thenfor all large enough n

MS)
(Zz3 5

(1 + o(l))exp - G2

5aP) ’

(

PROOF. Applying Fact A5 gives

0
A

=(I

+o(l))+yexp
*

(

-g

)

and
= (1 + o( 1)) (Tz+az:

exp( - X2 + “21;” + x2).

